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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
in accordancewith our normalpractice, this reportisfor the use only of theparty to whom it is
addressed,and no responsibilityis accepted to any thirdparty for the whole or any part of its
contents. Neitherthe wholenor anypart of this reportor any referencetheretomay be includedin
anypublisheddocument,circularor statement,norpublishedor referredto in any way withoutour
writtenapprovalof theform and contextin whichit mayappear.'
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1997the samplingof aquatic macro-invertebratesfor the biologicalassessmentof river quality
was carriedout throughout the United Kingdom. This task was undertaken by the Environment
Agency(EA) in England and Wales, the Scottish EnvironmentProtection Agency (SEPA) in
Scotlandand the IndustrialResearchandTechnologyUnit(IRTU)undertook the work inNorthern
Ireland.
Each organisationemployedstandard collectionproceduresas used in the 1995 General Quality
Assessment(GQA) Survey. The samplingstrategy was therefore compatible with RIVPACS
(RiverInVertebratePredictionAnd ClassificationSystem),a computer model developed by the
Instituteof FreshwaterEcology(IFE). Sampleswere sortedfor the familiesof macro-invertebrates
includedin the BiologicalMonitoring Working Party (BMWP) system. Taxa present were
recordedon site data sheets. Althoughattemptshad beenmade to standardisesampleprocessing
andrecordingtechniques,thesedid varysomewhatfromregionto region.
In viewof the numberof staffinvolvedand the variabilityof sampleprocessingtechniques,it was
recognisedthat a qualityassuranceexercisewas necessaryto minimiseand quantifyerrors. Each
laboratoryappointedat least one experiencedanalystto act as an internalanalyticalqualitycontrol
(AQC) inspector. For most agencies,these inspectorsre-sorted about 10% of the laboratory's
samples,those sampleschosen for re-sortingbeing selected at random. In addition, IFE was
contractedto undertakean independent,externalaudit of the qualityof the laboratoryanalysisof
biologicalsamplesfor each EA and SEPAregionand for IRTU. This commissionwas consistent
with the auditperformedby 1FEfor the NationalRiverQualitySurveysin 1990 and 1995 and for
the routinebiologicalmonitoringof riversiteseachyearbetween1991and 1994and againin 1996.
Wheresamplessent to IFE had been subjectedto an internalAQC inspection,the audit provided a
measureof the qualityof performanceof the AQCanalystratherthan the primaryanalyst
Thisreport presentsthe resultsof the auditof 60 samplesanalysedby IRTU staff
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
Samplesfor auditwere selectedinternallyby eachof the agenciesbeingmonitored. The number of
samplesselectedfor auditvariedbetweenthe differentagenciesand the biologistsprocessingthese
sampleshad no priorknowledgeof whichsampleswere to be audited. Some agenciesonly sent to
IFE samplesthat had beenprocessedtwice. Othersadopted a random selectionprocess, whereby
some sampleshad been analysedjust once and some had been re-sorted. The manner of sample
selection,whichbiologistswould be monitoredand the numberof audit samplesfrom each season,
were left to the discretionof the agency,withinthe limitsof the total numberof samplesthat IFE
was contractedto audit.
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3. SAMPLE PROCESSING
The normalprotocol for EA, SEPA and IRTU biologistswas to sort their sampleswithin the
laboratoryand to selectexamplesof eachscoringtaxonwithinthe BMWPsystem. In most cases,
the invertebrateswere placedin a vialof preservative(4% formaldehydesolutionor 70% industrial
alcohol) and the BMWP taxa were listed on a data sheet. The vial of animalsand the sorted
materialwere then returnedto the sample containerand preservativeadded. Thus, each sample
availableto IFEfor auditshouldhaveincluded:
i) a data sheetcontaininga listof the BMWPfamiliesfoundinthe sample.
a vialcontainingrepresentativesfrom eachfamily.
the preservedsample.
Whenthesethree elementswere present,the sequenceof operationsat WEwasas follows:
The remainderof the samplewas sorted, withoutreferenceto the data sheet or to the vial
of animals,andthe BMWPfamiliesidentified.
Thefamiliescontainedwithinthevialwere identified.
A comparisonwas made betweenthe listingof familiesand those foundin the sampleby
IFE.
A comparisonwas madebetweenthe listingof familiesand thoseidentifiedfromthe vialby
IFE.
"Losses"or "gains"fromthe originallistingof familieswere noted. In the caseof "gains",
each additionalfamilywas identified,where possible,to specieslevel,in order to clarifyany
specificrepetitiveerrors. Singlerepresentativesof a "gained"taxonwere notedas such.
0 An error code, selectedfrom a list on the result sheet,was assignedby the IFE auditorfor
each "loss"or "gain".
Occasionallya sampledidnot includea vialcontainingrepresentativeexamplesof the familieslisted
on the data sheet,whilesome arrivedwith the vialdamagedin transit suchthat the representative
specimenswere no longer separated. For these samples,only operationsa), c), e) and 0 above
were appropriate.
Several directiveswere issued to IFE relating to the treatment of BMWP taxa. Every taxon
recorded on the data sheetmust be supportedby a voucherspecimenof that familyin the vial (or,
for very large specimens,left in the sample). The only exceptionsto this rule were the native
crayfish,Ausircpotamobiuspallipes, the medicinalleech,Hiruclomedicinalisandthe pearlmussel,
Margaritfera margaritfera (whichdoesnot belongto a BMWPfamily),allofwhichare protected
species. Where possible,IFE gave the benefitof doubt to the analystin cases of the "loss" of
Planariidae,specimensof whichhavebeenknownto disintegratein preservative.Animalsdeemed
to havebeendeadat the timeof sampling,cast insectskins,pupalexuviaeandemptymolluscshells
were to be excluded from the listing of familiespresent. Isolated posterior ends of "living"
specimenswere not acceptableas records of a taxon. In these cases, thorax plus abdomenwas
deemed acceptablebut abdomen only was deemedunacceptable. Terrestrialrepresentativesof
BMWP scoringfamilieswere also to be excludedfrom the audit. For this reason, Clambidae,
ChrysomelidaeandCurculionidae,whichappearin the BMWPlist,were excludedfor the purposes
of the auditsincemostrepresentativesof thesefamiliesare, at best, onlysemi-aquatic.Trichopteran
pupae, althoughnot routinelyidentifiedby manybiologists,were to be includedin the listingof
families.
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4. REPORTING
Theresultsof each sampleauditwere recordedon a standardreport form (see Appendix)and sent
to the QualityControl Manager. For audit sampleswhere a vial of animalswas included, the
comparisonbetween the listingof familiesand the taxa foundin the vialby WE was shown in the
section of the report form headed "VIAL". Discrepanciescould be due to carelessness,
misidentificationsor errors in completingthe data sheet listingthe familiespresent. Familiesnot on
the listingbut foundby WEin the remainderof the samplewere enteredin the sectionof the report
formheaded "SAMPLE"under "AdditionalBMWPtaxa foundby WE". This sectionalso includes
taxa added by the internalAQC analyst Taxa recorded here represent familiesmissed by the
analyst(s)on sorting the sample. When the familieslisted as "losses"in the first section of the
report form were compared with the full list of familiesrecorded in the sample by IFE, some
apparentlosses from the vial were offsetby the presenceof those familiesin the remainderof the
sample. These taxa were therefore listedboth as "losses"from the vial and as "gains"from the
sampleandwere neithera net lossnor a net gain. In thesecases,the familieswere markedwith an
asteriskinboth boxes. Sucherrors are notedas "omissions".
Speciesidentifications,state of development(eg adultor larvalcoleopterans)and the presence of a
singlerepresentativeof a familywithin the remainderof the samplewere recorded in the centre
sectionof the report formunder "speciesname".
FE was asked to interpreteach error to providea possiblecause. An error code, selectedfrom a
listof optionsat the foot of eachresult sheet,was enteredagainsteach taxon in the columnheaded
"Presumedcauseof error".
For those samplesinwhichthe vialof animalswas damagedor missing,the "VIAL"sectionsof the
report form were not applicable(N/a). Familiesnot on the list but present in the sample were
enteredinthe sectionunder "SAMPLE": "Additionaltaxa"as before. Familiesrecordedon the list
butnot foundby IFEwere indicatedin the sectionabovethis. If the vialof animalswas retainedby
the sorter,entriesin thisbox couldincludethe solerepresentativeof a familywhichwas removed, a
familyseen at the site which escaped or was released(withoutmentionbeing made on the data
sheet),inaccurateidentificationor the wrongfamilyboxbeingtickedon the data sheet.
The finalsectionof the result sheet summarisesthe audit,givingdetailsof the numbersof "losses",
"gains"and "omissions",together with the net effectson BMWP score and the numberof scoring
taxa.
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RESULTS
The resultsof the auditfor 1RTUare summarisedby seasonin Tables1to 3. Table4 displaysthe
statisticsof these audit results centred around the target of acceptabilityof no more than two
missedtaxa per sample. These data are presentedfor each analystand for the laboratoryas a
whole. Table 5 presentsdata for IRTU for the net effectsof the audit on the BMWPscore and
numberof taxa. This table is again based on the target of no more than two missedtaxa per
sample.The figureof 13 for an acceptableunderestimateof BMWP score is basedon twice the
average score of all taxa in the BMWP listing (excluding Clambidae,Chrysomelidaeand
Curculionidae,which are excludedfrom the audit). This averagescore is 6.57. Table6 lists, at
familylevel,the taxa missed in sorting by IRTU's analystsin the 1997 audit. Table 7 lists the
speciesmost frequentlymissedby IRTU's biologists,as found by the 1997audit. Tables8 and 9
givea fistingof allmissedtaxa at familyand specieslevelfor the entire1997audit for the whole of
theUK (PrimaryandAQCAuditsfor EA regionsplus singleAuditfor otherorganisations
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Table 1 The 20 spring samples audited for IRTU
River Site Analyst Losses Gains Omissions
MagherfeltBurn Granias Bridge CAK 0 1 0
DouglasBurn Douglas Bridge CAK 0 1 0
Glenaan Cushendall CAK 0 2 0
Faughan Ardmore CAK 0 0 0
Glenshesk B15 Bridge CC 0 0 0
Glendun Knocknacarry Bridge CC 0 0 0
Camowen Ramacken Bridge CC 1 1 0
Kilroot Kilroot CC 0 0 1
Moneycarragh Moneylane ION 0 1 0
Muff Mill Bridge ION 0 0 0
Lame Owens Bridge ION 0 0 0
Glenlark Glenlark Bridge ION 0 0 0
Annalong Annalong MB 1 3 0
Moyola New Bridge MB 1 1 1
Carey Careymill Bridge MB 0 1 0
Tow Nr Old Gasworks MB 0 1 0
CreevanBum Creevan Cottage PRH 0 1 0
Owenkillew KillymoreBridge PRH 1 1 0
Owenkillew Drumlea P11I4 0 0 0
Main DundermotBridge PRH 0 2 0
Table2 The 20 summer samplesaudited for IRTU



River Site Analyst Losses Gains Omissions
Glynn Glynn CAK 0 3 1
Glenaan Cushendall CAK 0 1 1
Glenshesk B15 Bridge CAK 0 4 0
Glenariff Callisnagh Bridge CAK 0 2 0
Cullys Bum Glenavna Hotel CC 0 0 0
Bush BallyhoeBridge CC 1 0 0
Dervock Iderown Bridge CC 0 1 0
Glenlark Glenlark Bridge CC 2 0 0
Blackwater Ballymartin Road ION 0 1 0
Main DunmoreBridge ION 1 2 0
Clogh Glarryford Bridge ION 0 3 0
Finn Rosslea Bridge ION 0 1 0
Woodbum Courtalds Factory MB 1 1 0
Enler KennelBridge MB 0 3 1
Braid Tullyaghgarley Bridge MB 2 1 0
Kellswater Currys Bridge MB 0 0 2
GillygoolyBurn Mill House PRI-1 1 0 0
Erne Enniskillen PRH 1 3 0
Hollybrook Aghalurcher PRH 1 2 1
Lackey Knockballymore PRH 0 0 0
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Table 3 The 20 autumn samplesaudited for IRTU



River Site Analyst Losses Gains Omissions
Enler KennelBridge BR 1 1 0
Blackwater BallymartinBridge BR 2 1 0
QuiggeryWater Edergoole Bridge CAK 0 1 0
KillyclougherBurn Lovers Retreat CAK 0 0 0
Glenelly Sperrin CAK 0 0 0
Owenbeg Dungiven CAK 0 2 0
Castle DrummondBridge CC 1 2 0
Burnfoot Rush Hall CC 0 0 0
Burngushet Burngushet Bridge CC 0 0 0
Bush Conagher CC 1 0 0
Faughanvale FaughanvaleBridge ION 0 1 0
Roe Corrick Bridge ION 0 2 0
Roe BonnanaboighBridge ION 0 1 0
Cladagh Gorteen ION 0 0 0
Merok Burn McCaughanPark MB 3 3 0
Knock Cherry Valley MB 2 2 0
Arney Drumane Bridge PRH 0 2 0
Boho Tributaty Boho PRH 0 0 0
Edenclaw Edenclaw PRH 0 2 0


CatherinesBridge PRH 0 1 0Glenmornan
,
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Table 4 Statistics of the 1997 audit results •



Analyst n Mean Standard No.samples % samples Highest Mean errors


gains error >2 gains >2 gains no.gains (l+g+o)
BR 2 1.00 0 0 0 1 2.50
CAK 12 1.42 0.36 2 16.67 4 1.58
CC 12 0.33 0.19 0 0 2 0.92
10'N 12 1.00 0.28 1 8.33 3 1.08
MB 10 1.60 0.34 3 30.00 3 3.00
PRH 12 1.17 0.30 1 8.33 3 1.58
IRTU 60 1.08 0.14 7 11.67 4 1.62
Standard
error
0.50
0.40
0.29
0.31
0.49
0.40
0.18
Table 5 Net effects of the audit on BMWP score and number of scoring taxa
Analyst n Mean net % samples Maximum Mean net % of samples Maximum
effect on underestimated underestimate effect on underestimated underestimate
BMWP by score >13 of BMWP score no. of taxa by >2 taxa of no. of taxa
score
BR 2 -4.00 0 -3 -0.50 0 0
CAK 12 6.25 16.67 17 1.42 16.67 4
CC 12 -0.92 0 8 -0.17 0 1
IO'N 12 5.83 8.33 20 0.92 8.33 3
MB 10 2.20 10.00 15 0.60 10.00 3
PRH 12 5.75 25.00 15 0.83 0 2
IRTU 60 3.62 11.67 20 0.68 6.67 4
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Table6 Thefamiliesmissedby IRTU's analystsin the 1997audit
Family n % of 1RTU's
missed families
Tipulidae 5 9.43
Glossiphoniidae 4 7.55
Sphaeriidae 4 7.55
Simuliidae 3 5.66
Hydropsychidae 3 5.66
Erpobdellidae 3 5.66
Hydrophilidae(incl.Hydraenidae) 2 3.77
Lymnaeidae 2 3.77
Physidae 2 3.77
Leptoceridae 2 3.77
Elmidae 2 3.77
Rhyacophilidae(incl. Glossosomatidae) 2 3.77
Sericostomatidae 2 3.77
Caenidae 1 1.89
Gyrinidae 1 1.89
Beraeidae 1 1.89
Haliplidae 1 1.89
HydrobHdae(ind. Bithyniidae) 1 1.89
Gerridae 1 1.89
Asellidae 1 1.89
Leptophlebiidae 1 1.89
Leuctridae 1 1.89
Nemouridae 1 1.89
Oligochaeta 1 1.89
Perlodidae 1 1.89
Piscicolidae 1 1.89
Planariidae(Mcl Dugesiidae) 1 1.89
Planorbidae 1 1.89
Psychomyiidae(incl.Ecnomidae) 1 1.89
Hydroptilidae 1 1.89
Total 53 100
Table7 The speciesmissedby IRTU's analystsin the 1997audit
Species ii % of IRTU's
missed species
Dicranotasp. 3 5.45
Simulium(Simulium)ornatum group 3 5.45
Pisidiumsp. 3 5.45
Glossiphoniacomplanata (L.) 3 5.45
Sericostomapersonatum (Spence) 2 3.64
Physafontinalis (L.) 2 3.64
Hydropsychesp. 2 3.64
Erpobdellidaeindet 2 3.64


1 1.82Hydraenagracilis Germar
Helophorus(Atracthelophorus) brevipalpis Bedel 1 1.82
Helobdellastagnalis (L.) 1 1.82
Haliplussp. 1 1.82
Gyraulusalbus (Muller) 1 1.82
Gerris sp. 1 1.82
Hydropsychesiltalai Dohler 1 1.82
Elmisaenea (Muller) 1 1.82
Ceracleadissimilis (Stephens) 1 1.82
Caenisrivulorum Eaton 1 1.82
Beraeodesminutus (L) 1 1.82
Bathyomphaluscontortus (L.) 1 1.82
Athripsodessp. 1 1.82
Asellusaquaticus (L.) 1 1.82
Erpobdellaoctoculata (L.) 1 1.82
Nemouraavicularis Morton 1 1.82
Tinodeswaeneri (L.) 1 1.82
Sphaeriidaeindet 1 1.82
Rhyacophiladorsalis (Curtis) 1 1.82
Potamopyrgusjenkinsi (Smith) 1 1.82
Piscicolageometra (L.) 1 1.82
Phagocatavitta (Duges) 1 1.82
Hydroptilasp. 1 1.82
Orectochilusvillosus (Muller) 1 1.82
Agapetus sp. 1 1.82
Naididae 1 1.82
Molophilussp. 1 1.82
Lymnaeatruncatula (Muller) 1 1.82
Lymnaeaperegra (Muller) 1 1.82
Limoniasp. 1 1.82
Limniusvolckmari (Panzer) 1 1.82
Leuctra inermis Kempny 1 1.82
Tipula(Tipula)paludosa Meigen 1 1.82
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Table 7 continued
Species % of IRTU's
missed species
Isoperla grammatica (Poda) 1 1.82
Paraleptophlebiasp. 1 1.82
Total 55 100
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Table8 Missedfamiliesfor allsamplesinthe 1997audit
Family n % of missed families
in 1997 audit
Hydroptilidae 68 5.75
Elmidae 66 5.58
Hydrophilidae(incl.Hydraenidae) 61 5.16
Planariidae(incl. Dugesiidae) 53 4.48
Leptoceridae 45 3.81
Hydrobiidae(incl. Bithyniidae) 43 3.64
Simuliidae 36 3.05
Lymnaeidae 36 3.05
Planorbidae 36 3.05
Sphaeriidae 34 2.88
Ancylidae(incl. Acroloxidae) 32 2.71
Hydropsychidae 32 2.71
Limnephilidae 32 2.71
Nemouridae 32 2.71
Caenidae 29 2.45
Haliplidae 28 2.37
Tipulidae 28 2.37
Psychomyiidae(incl.Ecnomidae) 28 2.37
Asellidae 25 2.12
Ephemerellidae 22 1.86
Lepidostomatidae 22 1.86
Rhyacophilidae(incl. Glossosomatidae) 20 1.69
Valvatidae 19 1.61
Goeridae 18 1.52
Physidae 18 1.52
Scirtidae 17 1.44
Dytiscidae (Mcl.Noteridae) 17 1.44
Coenagriidae 16 1.35
Leuctridae 16 1.35
Baetidae 15 1.27
Glossiphoniidae 15 1.27
Gammaridae(incl.Crangonyctidae) 13 1.10
Leptophlebiidae 13 1.10
Sericostomatidae 13 1.10
Chironomidae 12 1.02
Erpobdellidae 12 1.02
Heptageniidae 11 0.93
Gerridae 11 0.93
Polycentropodidae 11 0.93
Perlodidae 10 0.85
Gyrinidae 10 0.85
Dendrocoelidae 9 0.76
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Table 8 continued
Family


% of missed families
in 1997 audit
Piscicolidae 9 0.76
Taeniopterygidae 8 0.68
Corixidae 8 0.68
Odontoceridae 8 0.68
Beraeidae 7 0.59
Calopterygidae 7 0.59
Dryopidae 7 0.59
Sialidae 7 0.59
Oligochaeta 7 0.59
Hydrometridae 5 0.42
Chloroperlidae 5 0.42
Ephemeridae 4 0.34
Brachycentridae 4 0.34
Libellulidae 2 0.17
Notonectidae 2 0.17
Molannidae 2 0.17
Unionidae 1 0.08
Phryganeidae 1 0.08
Philopotamidae 1 0.08
Nepidae 1 0.08
Pleidae 1 0.08
Corophiidae 1 0.08
Total 1182 100
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Table9 Missedspeciesfor all samplesinthe 1997audit
Species n % of missed species
in 1997 audit
Hydroptilasp. 49 3.90
Potamopyrgusjenkinsi (Smith) 40 3.18
Elmisaenea (Muller) 38 3.02
Hydraenagracilis Germar 34 2.70
Pisidiumsp. 28 2.23


26 2.07Polycelisnigra group
Lymnaeaperegra (Muller) 26 2.07
Asellusaquaticus (L.) 23 1.83
Ephemerellaignita (Poda) 22 1.75
Ancylusfluviatilis Muller 22 1.75
Limnephilidaeindet 19 1.51
Mystacidesazurea (L.) 18 1.43
Caenisrivulorum Eaton 18 1.43
Lepidostomahirtum (Fabricius) 18 1.43
Simulium(Simulium)ornatum group 18 1.43
Hydropsychesiltalai Dohler 17 1.35
Haliplussp. 16 1.27
Limniusvolckmari (Panzer) 15 1.19
Ithytrichiasp. 15 1.19
Polycelisfelina (Dalyell) 14 1.11
Physa fontinalis (14 13 1.03
Sericostomapersonatum (Spence) 13 1.03
Tinodeswaeneri (14 13 1.03
Elodes sp. 13 1.03
Lype sp. 12 0.95
Gyraulusalbus (Muller) 12 0.95
Valvatapiscinalis (Muller) 12 0.95
Glossiphoniacomplanata (L.) 12 0.95
Oulimniussp. 11 0.87
Orectochilusvillosus (Muller) 10 0.79
Helophorus (Atracthelophorus)brevipalpis Bedel 10 0.79
Dendrocoelumlacteum (Muller) 9 0.72
Dicranota sp. 9 0.72
Piscicolageometra (L.) 9 0.72
Coenagriidaeindet 9 0.72
Nemurellapicteti Klapalek 9 0.72
Oulimniustuberculatus (Muller) 9 0.72
Valvata cristata Muller 9 0.72
Bathyomphaluscontortus (L.) 8 0.64
Odontocerumalbicorne (Scopoli) 8 0.64
Orthocladiinae 8 0.64
Hydropsychesp. 8 0.64
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Table 9 continued
Species n % of missed species
in 1997 audit
Isoperla grammatica (Poda) 8 0.64
Agapetus sp. 8 0.64
Anisusvortex (L.) 8 0.64
Goera pilosa (Fabricius) 7 0.56
Gammaruspulex (L.) 7 0.56
Erpobdellidaeindet 7 0.56
Nemoura avicularis Morton 7 0.56
Caenisluctuosa group 7 0.56
Amphinemurasulcicollis (Stephens) 7 0.56
Dugesia polychroagroup 7 0.56
Armiger crista (L.) 7 0.56
Dryops sp. 7 0.56
Sialislutaria (L.) 7 0.56


7 0.56Calopteryxsplendens (Harris)
Rhyacophiladorsalis (Curtis) 7 0.56
Acroloxus lacustris (14 6 0.48
Baetis rhodani (Pictet) 6 0.48
Lymnaea truncatula (Muller) 6 0.48
Hydropsycheangustipennis (Curtis) 6 0.48
Agabus sp. 6 0.48
Athripsodesbilineatus (L.) 6 0.48
Helobdellastagnahs (L.) 6 0.48
Agraylea multipunctata Curtis 6 0.48
Dugesia tigrina (Girard) 6 0.48
Oxyethira sp. 6 0.48
Athripsodesaterrimus (Stephens) 5 0.40
Tipula (Yamatotipula)montium group 5 0.40
Athripsodessp. 5 0.40
Erpobdella octoculata (L.) 5 0.40
Silo pallipes (Fabricius) 5 0.40
Oreodytes sanmarkii (Sahlberg) 5 0.40
Gerris (Gerris) lacustris (L.) 5 0.40
Sphaeriidaeindet 5 0.40
Tipula sp. 5 0.40
Antocha vitripennis (Meigen) 5 0.40
Chloroperlatorrentium (Pictet) 5 0.40
Leuctra fusca (L.) 5 0.40
Hydraena riparia Kugelann 5 0.40
Rhithrogena sp. 5 0.40
Paraleptophlebiasp. 5 0.40
Hydrometra stagnorum (L.) 5 0.40
Leuctra geniculata (Stephens) 4 0.32
Leuctra hippopus (Kempny) 4 0.32
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Table9 continued
Species


% of missed species
in 1997 audit
Ischnuraelegans (Van der Linden) 4 0.32
Athripsodescinereus (Curtis) 4 0.32
Baetisvernus Curtis 4 0.32
Hydrophilidaeindet 4 0.32
Brachycentrussubnubilus Curtis 4 0.32
Brachypterarisi (Morton) 4 0.32
Haliplusfluviatilis Aube 4 0.32
Ceracleadissimilis (Stephens) 4 0.32
Ancylidaeindet 4 0.32
Ecdyonurus sp. 4 0.32
Beraea mums (Curtis) 4 0.32
Sigara (Sigara) sp. 4 0.32
Tubificidae 4 0.32
Platambusmaculatus (L.) 4 0.32
Tanypodinae 4 0.32
Taeniopteryxnebulosa (L) 4 0.32
Polycentropusflavomaculatus (Pictet) 4 0.32
Psychomyiapusilla (Fabricius) 4 0.32
Simulium(Nevermannia)cryophilumgroup 4 0.32
Scirtidaeindet 4 0.32
Lymnaeastagnalis (L.) 4 0.32
Silonigricornis (Pictet) 4 0.32
Crangonyxpseudogracilis Bousfield 3 0.24
Caenishoraria (L.) 3 0.24
Helophorus (Helophorus) obscurus Mulsant 3 0.24
Pyrrhosomanymphula (Sulzer) 3 0.24
Cloeon dipterum (L.) 3 0.24
Habrophlebiafusca (Curtis) 3 0.24
Crunoeciairrorata (Curtis) 3 0.24
Glossosomasp. 3 0.24
Polycentropodidaeindet . 3 0.24
Ephemeradanica Muller 3 0.24
Gammarussp. 3 0.24
Physa sp. 3 0.24
Esolus parallelepipedus (Muller) 3 0.24
Halipluslineatocollis (Marsham) 3 0.24
Simulium(Eusimulium)aureum group 3 0.24
Adicellareducta (Mclachlan) 3 0.24
Limnephiluslunatus Curtis 3 0.24
Leptophlebiidaeindet 3 0.24
Leuctra sp. 3 0.24
Nemoura cambricagroup 3 0.24
15.
Table 9 continued
Species n % of missed species
in 1997 audit
Simulium(Boophthora) erythrocephalum (de Geer) 3 0.24
Simulium(Wilhelmia)sp. 3 0.24
Athripsodesalbifrons (L.) 3 0.24
Simulium(Simulium)argyreatumgroup 3 0.24
Cyrnus trimaculatus (Curtis) 2 0.16
Asellusmeridianus Racovitza 2 0.16
Protonemura praecox (Morton) 2 0.16
Crenobia alpina (Dana) 2 0.16
Ecclisopteryxguttulata (Pictet) 2 0.16
Anisus sp. 2 0.16
Tanytarsini 2 0.16
Protonemura meyeri (Pictet) 2 0.16
Brychius elevatus (Panzer) 2 0.16
Corixidaeindet 2 0.16
Beraeodes minutus (L.) 2 0.16
Protonemura sp. 2 0.16
Simulium(Wilhelmia)equinum (L.) 2 0.16
Simulium(Nevermannia)angustitarsegroup 2 0.16
Chironomini 2 0.16
Rhyacophilasp. 2 0.16
Baetis scambusgroup 2 0.16
Riolus subviolaceus (Muller) 2 0.16
Polycentropussp. 2 0.16
Silo sp. 2 0.16
Sigara sp. 2 0.16
Bithyniatentaculata (L) 2 0.16
Athripsodesalbifrons/bilineatus 2 0.16
Ochthebiusbicolon Germar 2 0.16
Libellulidaeindet 2 0.16
Lumbricidae 2 0.16
Molanna angustata Curtis 2 0.16
Molophilussp. 2 0.16
Mystacidesnigra/longicornis 2 0.16
Naididae 2 0.16
Nemoura cinerea (Retzius) 2 0.16
Notonecta sp. 2 0.16
Hippeutis complanatus (L.) 2 0.16
Oecetis lacustris (Pictet) 2 0.16
Helius sp. 2 0.16
Halipluswehnckei (Gerhardt) 2 0.16
Paraleptophlebiasubmarginata (Stephens) 2 0.16
Perlodes microcephala (Pictet) 2 0.16
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Table9 continued
Species


% of missed species
in 1997 audit
Gerris(Gerris) sp. 2 0.16
Gerris (Gerris) gibbifer Schummel 2 0.16
Physaacuta group 2 0.16
Gerrissp. 2 0.16
Ephemerasp. 1 0.08
Enchytraeidae 1 0.08
Baetis sp. 1 0.08
Diamesinae 1 0.08
Laccobius(Macrolaccobius) sinuatus/striatulus 1 0.08
Laccobiussp. 1 0.08
Lasiocephalabasalis/Lepidostomahirtum 1 0.08
Lymnaeasp. 1 0.08
Lymnaeapalustris (Muller) 1 0.08
Lumbriculidae • 1 0.08
Simuliumsp. 1 0.08
Phagocatavitta (Duges) 1 0.08
Anodonta cygnea (L.) 1 0.08
Ochthebiusminimus (Fabricius) 1 0.08
Leuctra inermis Kempny 1 0.08
Anisusleucostoma (Millet) 1 0.08
Plea leachi Mcgregor & Kirkaldy 1 0.08
Limoniasp. 1 0.08
Anacaenaglobulus (Paykull) 1 0.08


1 0.08Anacaenabipustulata (Marsham)
Anabolianervosa (Curtis) 1 0.08
Tinodes assimilis/machlachlani 1 0.08
Tipula (Acutipula)maxima/fulvipennis 1 0.08
Tipula(Tipula) paludosa Meigen 1 0.08
Limnephilusmarmoratus Curtis 1 0.08
Agabusdidymus (Olivier) 1 0.08
Limnephiluspolitus/rhombicus 1 0.08
Sphaeriumsp. I 0.08
Helophorus (Meghelophorus)grandis Illiger 1 0.08
Drusus annulatus/Ecclisopteryxguttulata 1 0.08
Gyrinussp. 1 0.08
Corophiumlacustre Vanhoffen 1 0.08
Haliplidaeindet 1 0.08
Pedicia(Pedicia) rivosa (L.) 1 0.08
Prodiamesinae 1 0.08
Chloroperlatripunctata (Scopoli) 1 0.08
Potamophylaxrotundipennis (Brauer) 1 0.08
Potamophylaxlatipennis (Curtis) 1 0.08
17 -
Table 9 continued
Species


% of missedspecies
in 1997 audit
Oreodytes septentrionalis (Sahlberg) 1 0.08
Wormaldia sp. 1 0.08
Hydropsychidaeindet 1 0.08
Glossiphoniaheteroclita (L.) 1 0.08
Caenis pusilla Navas 1 0.08
Heptagenia lateralis (Curtis) 1 0.08
Heptagenia sulphurea (Muller) 1 0.08
Glyphotaeliuspellucidus (Retzius) 1 0.08
Planaria torva (Muller) 1 0.08
Limnephilussp. 1 0.08
Dytiscidaeindet 1 0.08
Bithynialeachii (Sheppard) 1 0.08
Nepa cinerea L. 1 0.08
Beraea pullata (Curtis) 1 0.08
Ecnomus tenellus (Rambur) 1 0.08
Hydropsychepellucidula (Curtis) 1 0.08
Phryganea sp. 1 0.08
Centroptilumluteolum (Muller) 1 0.08
Total 1258 100
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APPENDIX
Results of individual sample audits
A- I
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 08/04/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Magherfelt Burn ANALYST: CAK ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Granias Bridge CODE: 110251 METHOD: Live
RESULTSOF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None•
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Elmidae 9
Limnius volckmari (Panzer) (a) 1 only
SUMMARYOF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical en-or - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in simple ( no net loss or gain) '
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Douglas Burn
SITE: Douglas Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110281
DATE: 09/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Sphaeriidae 9
Pisidium sp. 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 3
ON NO. OF TAXA I
1 No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead attime of sampling 9 Taxon missedin soiling
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon invial butnot recorded 10Unexplainedenor
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxonthat wasrejectedby AQCanalyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glenaan
SITE: Cushendall
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110190
DATE: 10/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Caenidae 9
Caenis rivulorum Eaton
Tipulidae 9
Molophilus sp. I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 12
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonlyin vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial hut found by IFE in sample ( no nei loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Faughan
SITE: Ardmore
LABORATORY: 1RTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110175
DATE: 14/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0
1 No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or ease or cast skin in vial 

OMISSIONS: 0
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identifwation
8 Typographical error - wmng box ticked
NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
I I Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial bu found by 1FE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn DATE: 10/04/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQ C
COURSE: Glenshesk ANALYST: CC ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: B15 Bridge CODE: 110193 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representativeof family invial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification II Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxlicked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glendun
SITE: Knocknacarry Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110191
DATE: 10/04197
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedinsorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxonthat was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by 'FE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn DATE: 17/04/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Camowen ANALYST: CC ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Ramacken Bridge CODE: 110259 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Dytiscidae'(incl. Noteridae) 5
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Glossiphoniidae 9
Glossiphoniacomplanata (L.) 1only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -2
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimen dead at time ofsampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor castskin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but foundby WE in sample ( no net loscor gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Kilroot
SITE: Kilroot
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110216
DATE: 21/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Baetidae * 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples wherevial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Baetidae * 1
Baetis rhodani (Pictet)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 1 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedinsorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis4dentification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshellor caseorcast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongbox ticked 12 Recordedtaxonthat was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Moneycarragh
SITE: Moneylane
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110237
DATE: 02/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BmwP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Sericostomatidae 9
Sericostoma personatum (Spence)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 10
ON NO. OF TAXA I
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
• ,
Omission (*)= Recorded, riot in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Muff
SITE: Mill Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: 1019
CODE: 110266
DATE: 14/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE

BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxonin vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon addedin internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or caseor cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQCanalyst
•
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Lame
SITE: Owens Bridge
LABORATORY: RTC, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110218
DATE: 21/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples wherevial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
I I Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
I No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vi
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked
al but found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glenlark
SITE: Glenlark Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: 10'N
CODE: 110204
DATE: 23/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis.identification I I Taxon addedin internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or caseor cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQCanalyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: 1RTU,Lisburn DATE: 02/04/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Annalong ANALYST: MB ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Annalong CODE: 110234 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
Dendrocoelidae
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
Planariidae (ind. Dugesiidae)
Phagocata vitta (Duges)
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Sericostomatidae
Sericostoma personatum (Spence) 1 only
Tipulidae
7
7
9
9
Dicranota sp. I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 3 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 15
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 08/04/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Moyola ANALYST: MB ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: New Bridge CODE: 110078 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Sericostomatidae 8
Leptoceridae * 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
Lepidostomatidae 8
Lepidostomahirtum (Fabricius)
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Leptoceridae * 1
Mystacidesazurea (L.)
Oecetis testacea (Curtis)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 1 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial butnot recorded I0 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification I l Taxon &Menin internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor case or castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongboxticked 12.Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQCanalyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Carey
SITE: Careymill Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: 110192
DATE: 10/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BM1VPtan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Simuliidae 9
Simulium (Simulium) ornatum group 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS I OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representativeof family invial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification II Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor castskin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: NIreland
WATER-
COURSE: Tow
SITE: Nr Old Gasworks
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: 110194
DATE: 10/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Glossiphontidae 9
Helobdellastagnalis (L.) 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS I OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 3
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Creevan Burn
SITE: Creevan Cottage
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRH
CODE: 110293
DATE: 22/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Hydropsychidae
Hydropsychesiltalai Dohler
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS I OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly invial 7 Mis-identitication 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor castskin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vinl but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION:N Ireland LABORATORY:IRTU,Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Owenkillew ANALYST:PRE
SITE: KillymoreBridge CODE: 110008
DATE: 23/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD:Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Familyname Presumed
causeoferror
seefootnotes
VIAL
BMWPtaxa not found in vial
Glossiphoniidae 1
AdditionalBMWPtaxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWPtan not found in sam le (Forsampleswherevial isbrokenorabsent)
N/a
AdditionalBMWPtan found in sam le
Hydrobiidae Bithyniidae) 9
Potamopyrgusjenkinsi (Smith) 1only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWPSCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC malyst
Omission(*)= Recorded,not in vial but foundby IFE in sample( nonet lossor gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Owenkillew
SITE: Drumlea
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRH
CODE: 110177
DATE: 23/04/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
- 2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend onlyin vial 7 Mis-identification II Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Main
SITE: Dundermot Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRH
CODE: 110032
DATE: 01/05/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
Gerridae 6
Gerris (Gerris) odontogaster (Zetterstedt)
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le
N/a
(For samples where vial is broken or absent)
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Perlodidae 9
Isomla grammatica (Poda) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 15
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1 No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon invial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or caseor cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (") = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glynn
SITE: Glynn
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110217
DATE: 03/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Hydroptilidae * 4
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples wherevial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Sphaeriidae 9
Pisidium sp. I only
Gloss phoniidae 9
Glossiphonia complanata (L.) I only
Hydrophilidae Hydraenidae) 9
Hydraena gracilis Germar (a)
Hydroptilidae * 4
Allotrichia pallicornis (Eaton) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 3 OMISSIONS: 1 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 11
ON NO. OF TAXA 3
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained enor
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: ERTU,Lisburn DATE: 16/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Glenaan ANALYST: CAK ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Cushendall CODE: 110190 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Ephemerellidae
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
Oligochaeta 6
Naididae I only
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Ephemerellidae *
Ephemerella ignita (Poda)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 1 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 1
ON NO. OF TAXA I
1 No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
I I Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
t '
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial kit found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 16/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Glenshesk ANALYST: CAK ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: B15 Bridge CODE: 110193 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Sphaeriidae 9
Sphaeriidae indet (juv) 1 only
Oligochaeta 9
Naididae
Psychomyiidae Ecnomidae) 9
Tinodes waeneri (L.) 1 only
Tipulidae 9
Dicranota sp. 1only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 4 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 17
ON NO. OF TAXA 4
I No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendeadat timeof sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glenariff
SITE: Callisnagh Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110189
DATE: 16/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Planariidae (incl. Dugesiidae) 9
Phagocata vitta (Duges) 1 only
Lymnaeidae 9
Lymnaea truncatula (Muller) 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 8
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
I No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxonmissedinsorting
2 Alternativeterrestrial specimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxonadded in internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or case or castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Cullys Burn
SITE: Glenavna Hotel
LABORATORY: RTC, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110213
DATE: 03/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typogyaphical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected hy AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Bush
SITE: Ballyhoe Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTLI,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110264
DATE: 17/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Ohgochaeta 7
Nematoda
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -1
ON NO. OF TAXA -1
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained eiror
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identitication 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn DATE: 17/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Dervock ANALYST: CC ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Iderown Bridge CODE: 110093 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BM1VPtaxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial isbroken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMW' taxa found in sam le
Hydropsychidae 9
Hydropsychesp (p) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded I0 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission(*)= Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glenlark
SITE: Glenlark Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110204
DATE: 21/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: L ve
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
Oligochaeta 7
Nematoda
Sericostomatidae 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 2 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -11
ON NO. OF TAXA -2
I No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxonmissed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification I 1 Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQCanalyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial hut found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Blackwater
SITE: Ballymartin Road
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110113
DATE: 21/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWPtan found in sam le
Hydrophilidae Hydraenidae) 9
Helophorus (Atracthelophorus) brevipalpis Bedel (a) 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin in vial . 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 22/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Main ANALYST: ION ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Dunmore Bridge CODE: 110030 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
Valvatidae 7
Bithynia tentaculata
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Glossiphoniidae 9
Glossiphonia complanata (L.) 1 only
Leptoceridae 9
Ceraclea dissimilis (Stephens) (p) 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 10
ON NO. OF TAXA I
1No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at timeof sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification I 1Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or case orca-Stskin in vial 8 Typogiaphicalerror- wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxonthat was rejectedbyAQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION:N Ireland LABORATORY:IRTU,Lisburn DATE: 22/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Clogh ANALYST:ION ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: GlanyfordBridge CODE: 110036 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Familyname Presumed
causeof error
seefootnotes
VIAL
BMWPtaxa not foundin vial
None
AdditionalBMWPtaxa foundin vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWPtaxa not foundin sam le (Forsampleswherevial isbrokenor absent)
N/a
AdditionalBMWPtaxa foundin sam le
Gerridae 9
Gerrissp (I) 1only
Hydropsychidae 9
Hydropsychesp. (p) I only
Leptoceridae 9
Athripsodessp. 1only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 3 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 20
ON NO. OF TAXA 3
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission(*)= Recorded,not in vial but found by IFE in saMple( no'net lossor gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Finn
SITE: Rosslea Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: 10'N
CODE: 110279
DATE: 08/08/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Gyrinidae 9
Orectochilusvillosus (Muller) (1)1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS I OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 5
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Woodburn
SITE: Courtalds Factory
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: 110214
DATE: 21/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Sphaeriidae 4
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Physidae 9
Physa fontinalis (L) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained enur
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical en-or - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Enter ANALYST: MB
SITE: Kennel Bridge CODE: 110114
DATE: 21/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Oligochaeta *
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Physidae 9
Physa fontinalis (L.)
Lymnaeidae 9
Lymnaea peregra (Muller) I only
Sphaeriidae 9
Pisidium sp. I only
Oligochaeta * 1
Tubificidae I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAMS 3 OMISSIONS: I NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 9
ON NO. OF TAXA 3
1 No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedinsorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimeninvial 6 Taxon invial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror ,
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQCanalyst
dmission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION:N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Braid
SITE:TullyaghgarleyBridge
LABORATORY:IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST:MB
CODE: 110034
DATE: 24/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Familyname Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWPtan not foundin vial
Dendrocoelidae 7
Dugesialugubris/polychroa(palespecimen)
Caenidae 4
AdditionalBMWPtan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWPtan not foundin sam le (Forsampleswherevial isbrokenor absent)
N/a
AdditionalBMWPtan found in sam le
Haliplidae 9
Haliplussp. (1)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 2 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -7
ON NO. OF TAXA -1
1 No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posteriorendonly invial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor easeor castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission(*)= Recorded,not in vialbut foundby IFE in sample( no net lossor gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Kellswater
SITE: Curlys Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: 110033
DATE: 24/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Hydrobiidae(incl. Bithyniidae) * 2
Glossiphoniidae *
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples wherevial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Hydrobiidae(incl. Bithyniidae) * 2
Potamopyrgusjenkinsi (Smith) 1 only
Glossiphoniidae*
Glossiphoniacomplanata (L.)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 2 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at timeof sampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification II Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or caseor castskin in vial 8 Typo&aphicalerror- wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxonthat wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 29/07/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: GillygoolyBurn ANALYST: PRH ANALYST:
SORT/AQ C
SITE: Mill House CODE: 110294 METHOD: Live
RESULTSOF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
Piscicolidae 3
Posterior end only, probably Erpobdellidae, probablydead at time of sampling
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE

BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARYOF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -4
ON NO. OF TAXA -1
I No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendeadat timeof sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification I 1 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Erne
SITE: Enniskillen
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRE
CODE: 110123
DATE: 30/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: L ve
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
Limnephilidae 7
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
Phryganeidae 7
Phryganeidae indet (juv)
SAMPLE
BMWP tau not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Elmidae 9
Elmis aenea (Muller) (1) 1 only
Hydroptilidae 9
Hydroptila sp. 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 3 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 14
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrial specimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or case or castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox licked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Hollybrook ANALYST: PRH
SITE: Aghalureher CODE: 110278
DATE: 30/07/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Sphaeriidae 4
Rhyacophilidae (incl. Glossosomatidae) * 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Asellidae 9
Asellus aquaticus (L.)
Rhyacophilidae (incl. Glossosomatidae) * 1
Agapetus sp. (l+p)
Beraeidae 9
Beraeodes minutus (L.) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 1 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 10
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sotting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net foss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Lackey
SITE: Knockballymore
LABORATORY: 1RTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRH
CODE: 110158
DATE: 08/08/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification It Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or case orcast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Enter ANALYST: BR
SITE: Kennel Bridge CODE: 110114
DATE: 12/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Lepidostomatidae 7
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
Limnephilidae 7
Limnephilidae indet (juv)
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE
- 3
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTIJ, Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Blackwater ANALYST: BR
SITE: Ballymartin Bridge CODE: 110113
DATE: 12/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Dytiscidae (incl. Noteridae) 2
Terrestrial larva Carabidae? in vial
Hydropsychidae 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Tipulidae 9
Tipula (Tipula) paludosa Meigen I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 2 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -5
ON NO. OF TAXA -1
1No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxonin vial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Quiggery Water
SITE: Edergoole Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110016
DATE: 06/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Planorbidae 9
Bathyomphalus contortus (L.)
Gyraulus albus (Muller)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BM'WP SCORE 3
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found.by [FE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Killyclougher Burn
SITE: LoversRetreat
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110200
DATE: 06/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative ten-estrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained en-or
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typogaphical en-or - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (") = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: GlennIly
SITE: Sperrin
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisbum
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CAK
CODE: 110257
DATE: 09/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Lox
RESULTSOF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARYOF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representativeof family in vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (1 = Recorded, not in vial but found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn DATE: 22/10/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Owenbeg ANALYST: CAK ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Dungiven CODE: 110029 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Leptophlebiidae 9
Paraleptophlebia sp. (juv) 1 only
Simuliidae 9
Simulium (Simulium) omatum group 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 15
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1 No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxonmissedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial butnot recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or case orcast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxonthat was rejectedby AQCanalyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by [FE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn DATE: 22/10/97
WATER- PRIMARY AQC
COURSE: Castle ANALYST: CC ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
SITE: Drummond Bridge CODE: 110282 METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Leptoceridae 7
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
Psychomyiidae(incl. Ecnomidae) 6
Tinodes waeneri (L..)(damaged)
Sericostomatidae 7
Sericostoma personatum (Spence)
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 2
1 No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial
OMISSIONS: 0
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked
NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 8
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
II Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
•
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Burnfoot
SITE- Rush Hall
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110268
DATE: 22/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE 

BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification II Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by LEEin sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Burngushet
SITE: Bumgushet Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110090
DATE: 27/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0
1No representativeof family invial
2 Alternativeten-estrialspecimeninvial
3 Posteriorend only in vial
4 Emptyshellor caseor cast skin in vial
OMISSIONS: 0
5 Specimendeadat time ofsampling
6 Taxon in vialbut not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographicalen-or- wrong boxticked
•

NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10Unexplainederror
I I Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Bush
SITE: Conagher
LABORATORY: I:ETU,Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: CC
CODE: 110091
DATE: 27/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Leptoceridae 1
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 1 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -10
ON NO. OF TAXA -1
1 No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrial specimenin vial 6 Taxon invial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshellor case or cast skin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Faughanvale
SITE: Faughanvale Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisbunt
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110267
DATE: 22/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Piscicolidae 9
Piscicola geometra (L.) I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS I OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 4
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at time ofsampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11Taxon added in internal AQC
.4 Emptyshell or caseor cast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrong boxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Roe
SITE: Carrick Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisbum
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110027
DATE: 22/10/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMVVPtan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Erpobdellidae 9
Erpobdellidae indet (juv) I only
Leuctridae 9
Leuctra inermis Kempny I only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 13
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
I No representativeof familyin vial
2 Alternativeterrestrial specimenin vial
3 Posteriorend only in vial
4 Emptyshell or case or cast skin invial
5 Specimendead at time ofsampling
6 Taxon in vial butnot recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typogaphical error- wrongbox ticked
r

9 Taxon missed insorting
IP Unexplainederror
I I Taxon added in internalAQC
12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but fotind by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Roe
SITE: Bonnanaboigh Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110024
DATE: 22/10/97
AQ C
ANALYST:
SORT/AQ C
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BM' tan found in sam le
Erpobdellidae 9
Erpobdella octoculata (L)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 3
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
I No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
II Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
•
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Cladagh
SITE: Gorteen
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: ION
CODE: 110162
DATE: 06/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representativeof familyin vial • 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon invial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only invial 7 Mis-identification I 1Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshell or case orcast skin in vial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongbox ticked 12Recordedtaxon that wasrejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (1 = Recorded, not in Vial buf found by WE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Merok Bum
SITE: McCaughan Park
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: 11L8
DATE: 08/12/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Planorbidae 2
Sphaeriidae 1
Sericostomatidae 7
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
Linmephilidae 7
Potamophylax cingulatus (Stephens)
Tipulidae 6
Pedicia (Pedicia) sp.
Chironomidae 6
Chironomini
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 3 GAINS 3
1 No representative of family in vial
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial
3 Posterior end only in vial
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial
OMISSIONS: 0
5 Specimen dead at time of sampling
6 Taxon in vial but not recorded
7 Mis-identification
8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked
NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -2
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
9 Taxon missed in sorting
10 Unexplained error
11 Taxon added in internal AQC
12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
4 .
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Knock
SITE: Cherry Valley
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: MB
CODE: I IK3
DATE: 09/12/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
Planorbidae 2
Sericostomatidae 7
Additional BMWP tan found in vial
Limnephilidae 7
Potamophylaxsp.
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Tipulidae 9
Dicranota sp.
Limonia sp.
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 2 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE -1
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
I No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded I 0 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Arney
SITE: Drumane Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PAH
CODE: 110132
DATE: 06/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Rhyacophilidae Glossosomatidae) 9
Agapetus sp. I only
Simuliidae 9
Simuliurn (Simulium) ornatum group 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 12
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained error
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Boho Tributary
SITE: Boho
LABORATORY: IRTU, Lisburn
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PIU-I
CODE: 110166
DATE: 06/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWPtan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
None
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 0 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 0
ON NO. OF TAXA 0
1 No representative of family in vial 5 Specimen dead at time of saltipling 9 Taxon missed in sorting
2 Alternative terrestrial specimen in vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplained etror
3 Posterior end only in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Empty shell or case or cast skin in vial 8 Typographical error - wrong box ticked 12 Recorded taxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by 1FE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N Ireland LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisburn
WATER- PRIMARY
COURSE: Edenclaw ANALYST: PRE
SITE: Edenclaw CODE: 110143
DATE: 15/11/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMWP taxa not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP taxa not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP taxa found in sam le
Nemouridae 9
Nemoura avicularis Morton I only
Rhyacophilidae Glossosomatidae) 9
Rhyacophila dorsalis (Curtis)
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 2 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 14
ON NO. OF TAXA 2
1 No representativeof familyin vial 5 Specimendead at time of sampling 9 Taxon missedin sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrialspecimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10 Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorendonly in vial 7 Mis-identification 11 Taxon added in internal AQC
4 Emptyshellor caseor eastskin invial 8 Typographicalerror - wrongboxticked 12 Recordedtaxon that was rejected by AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found byIFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
EXTERNAL AUDIT OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
REGION: N.Ireland
WATER-
COURSE: Glenmornan
SITE: Catherines Bridge
LABORATORY: IRTU,Lisbum
PRIMARY
ANALYST: PRH
CODE: 110292
DATE: 04/12/97
AQC
ANALYST:
SORT/AQC
METHOD: Live
RESULTS OF AUDIT
Family name Presumed
cause of error
see footnotes
VIAL
BMW? tan not found in vial
None
Additional BMWP taxa found in vial
None
SAMPLE
BMWP tan not found in sam le (For samples where vial is broken or absent)
N/a
Additional BMWP tan found in sam le
Erpobdelhdae 9
Erpobdellidae indet (juv) 1 only
SUMMARY OF AUDIT
LOSSES 0 GAINS 1 OMISSIONS: 0 NET EFFECTS:
ON BMWP SCORE 3
ON NO. OF TAXA 1
1 No representativeof familyinvial 5 Specimendead at timeof sampling 9 Taxonmissed in sorting
2 Alternativeterrestrial specimenin vial 6 Taxon in vial but not recorded 10Unexplainederror
3 Posteriorend only in vial 7 Mis-identification I I Taxon added in internalAQC
4 Emptyshell or case or castskin in vial 8 Typographicalerror- wrongboxticked 12Recordedtaxon that was rejectedby AQC analyst
Omission (*) = Recorded, not in vial but found by IFE in sample ( no net loss or gain)
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